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Abstract—We address the problem of planning robot motions
in constrained configuration spaces where the constraints change
throughout the motion. The problem is formulated as a sequence
of intersecting manifolds, which the robot needs to traverse
in order to solve the task. We specify a class of sequential
motion planning problems that fulfill a particular property of
the change in the free configuration space when transitioning
between manifolds. For this problem class, the algorithm Se-
quential Manifold Planning (SMP∗) is developed that searches
for optimal intersection points between manifolds by using RRT∗

in an inner loop with a novel steering strategy. We provide a
theoretical analysis regarding SMP∗s probabilistic completeness
and asymptotic optimality. Further, we evaluate its planning
performance on various multi-robot object transportation tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sampling-based motion planning (SBMP) considers the
problem of finding a collision-free path from a start configu-
ration to a goal configuration. Algorithms like probabilistic
roadmaps [22] or rapidly exploring random trees [31] are
able to plan such motions and provide theoretical guarantees
regarding probabilistic completeness. Optimal SBMP algo-
rithms like RRT∗ [21] additionally minimize a cost function
and achieve asymptotic optimality. However, many tasks in
robotics have a more complex structure that requires incorpo-
rating additional objectives like subgoals or constraints into
the planning problem. SBMP methods are difficult to directly
apply to such types of problems because they require splitting
the overall task into multiple planning problems that fit into the
SBMP structure. Task and motion planning (TAMP) is a com-
mon way to address such more complex problems [19, 16, 49].
TAMP algorithms plan collision-free paths and also reason
about selecting and ordering actions to complete a higher-
level task, which makes them more difficult to solve than
SBMP problems. Here, we propose a problem formulation for
sequential motion planning where a problem is represented as
a sequence of manifolds, and we require that the robot traverse
this sequence in order to solve the overall task. State-of-the-art
trajectory optimization methods [48, 40, 38] can handle task
descriptions via costs and constraints. However, they strongly
depend on the path initialization and suffer from poor local
optima for long-horizon tasks.

We propose the algorithm SMP∗ that solves motion plan-
ning problems for a given sequence of manifolds. The al-
gorithm searches for an optimal path that starts at an initial
configuration, traverses the manifold sequence, and converges

Fig. 1: 3D Point on Geometric Constraints – The surfaces
visualize the level sets of the three constraints. The task is
to move from the start point (red dot) towards the goal point
(blue dot) while fulfilling the constraints. The line shows a
solution that fulfills these constraints and the magenta points
are the found intersection vertices.

when the final manifold is reached. We solve this problem by
growing a single tree over the manifold sequence. This tree
consists of multiple subtrees that originate at the intersections
between pairs of manifolds. We propose a novel steering
strategy for RRT∗ that guides the robot towards these manifold
intersections. After an intersection is reached, a new subtree is
initialized with the found intersection points and their costs.
This approach allows us to use dynamic programming over
optimal intersection points and scales well to long horizon
tasks since a new subtree is initialized for every manifold.
The algorithm is applicable to problems specified by a property
regarding how the free configuration space changes across sub-
tasks called intersection point independence (see Section IV).

A running example in this paper is the task of using a robot
arm to transport a mug from one table to another while keeping
the orientation of the mug upright. This task involves multiple
phases and constraints that we describe informally as follows.
First, the arm moves to pick up the mug. In this subtask,
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the arm can move freely in space and only needs to avoid
collisions with obstacles. The second subtask is to grasp the
mug. The third subtask is for the arm to transfer the mug with
the goal keeping the mug upright at all times. The final subtask
is to place and release the mug. This requires the base of the
mug to be near the table for the gripper to successfully release
the mug. We demonstrate our method in Section VI on similar
tasks that involve multiple robots.

The main contributions of this work are a novel problem
formulation for sequential motion planning on manifolds (Sec-
tion IV), an algorithm to solve such problems for a certain
class of planning problems (Section V), and proofs of proba-
blistic completeness (Section VII) and asymptotic optimality
(Section VIII) of the proposed algorithm. In Section VI, we
demonstrate the performance of SMP∗ on sequential kinematic
planning problems and compare it to alternative planning
strategies.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Sampling-Based Motion Planning

Sampling-based motion planning (SBMP) is a randomized
approach to path planning that builds a tree or graph in the
robot configuration space. A PRM (probabilistic roadmap) is a
path planner that builds a graph in the free configuration space
that can be used for multiple queries [2, 22, 35]. Kavraki et
al. [22] describe the method as a two-step procedure. First, a
roadmap is built by sampling collision-free nodes and edges.
Second, a path is found from a start to a goal state by using
a graph search algorithm. This technique is multi-query, as
it does not necessarily encode a specific start or end state,
and thus can be reused for many planning problems with the
same system. On the other hand, tree methods such as RRTs
(rapidly-exploring random trees) are generally single-query,
taking a specific start state from which a tree of feasible states
is grown toward a goal state or region [31]. An advantage
is that they can directly encode and respect kinodynamic and
nonholonomic constraints. Many extensions to RRT exist, such
as bidirectional trees and goal biasing [30, 32]. There also
exist optimal variants RRT∗ and PRM∗, which find paths that
minimize a cost function and guarantee asymptotic optimality
by using a rewiring procedure [21]. All these techniques
consider the problem of planning without motion constraints;
that is, they plan in the free configuration space.

Here, we use a modified version of RRT∗ in the inner loop
of our algorithm that can handle goals defined in terms of
equality constraints instead of a goal configuration. Restricting
the problem class to intersection point independent problems
(see Section IV-B) allows us to grow a single tree over a
sequence of manifolds on which rewiring operations can still
be performed. We show in Section VII and VIII that our algo-
rithm inherits the probabilistic completeness and asymptotic
optimality guarantees of RRT∗.

B. Constrained Sampling-Based Motion Planning

Planning with constraints is an important problem in
robotics since it allows for the description of a wider range of
tasks compared to the classical SBMP problem. An in-depth

review of constrained SBMP can be found in Kingston et al.
[25]. Constrained SBMP algorithms [45, 5, 17, 23, 26, 46, 11]
extend SBMP to constrained configuration spaces, which are
of smaller dimension than the full configuration space and
usually cannot be sampled directly. An important aspect of
these methods is how to generate samples and steer the robot
while fulfilling the constraints.

One family of approaches are projection-based strategies
[5, 45, 46] that first sample a configuration from the ambient
configuration space and then project it using an iterative gradi-
ent descent strategy to a nearby configuration that satisfies the
constraint. Kaiser et al. [20] considered the problem of finding
a robot configuration that satisfies multiple constraints. They
propose a solution where one constraint is set as the primary
constraint on which a configuration is projected. Afterwards,
the configuration is projected on remaining constraints while
fulfilling the primary constraint. Berenson et al. [5] proposed
the algorithm CBiRRT (constrained bidirectional RRT) that
uses projections to find configurations that fulfill constraints.
The constraints are described by task space regions, which are
a representation of pose constraints. Their method can also be
used for multiple constraints over a single path. However, their
approach requires each constraint’s active domain to be defined
prior to planning, or configurations are simply projected to
the nearest manifold rather than respecting a sequential order.
Our approach is perhaps closest to the CBiRRT algorithm. A
main difference is that our method assumes a different problem
formulation where the task is given in terms of a sequence of
manifolds where the intersections between manifolds describe
subgoals that the robot should reach. This problem formulation
allows us to define a more structured steering strategy that
guides the robot towards the next subgoals. Another difference
is that CBiRRT does not search for optimal paths while we
employ RRT∗ to minimize the lengths of the path. We compare
our method SMP∗ to CBiRRT in the experimental section of
this paper.

An alternative sampling strategy is to approximate the
constraint surface by a set of local models and use this
approximation throughout the planning problem for sampling
or steering operations [17, 18, 23, 47, 45, 9]. AtlasRRT [18]
builds an approximation of the constraint that consists of
local charts defined in the tangent space of the manifold.
This representation is used to generate samples that are close
to the constraint. Similarly, Tangent Bundle RRT [23, 47]
builds a bidirectional RRT by sampling a point on a tangent
plane, extending this point to produce a new point, and if it
exceeds a certain distance threshold from the center of the
plane, projecting it on the manifold to create a new tangent
plane. Bordalba et al. [9] addressed the problem of constrained
kinodynamic planning by considering the fact that simulating
ODEs will produce drift errors. They also propose an atlas-
based method to address this problem by incorporating the
creation of an atlas as the state space parameterization into
the construction of a bidirectional RRT.

Kingston et al. [26] presented the implicit manifold config-
uration space (IMACS) framework that decouples two parts of
a geometrically constrained motion planning problem: the mo-
tion planning algorithm and the method for constraint adher-
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ence. With this approach, IMACS acts as a representative layer
between the configuration space and the planner that presents
the constrained space to the planner. Many of the previously
described techniques fit into this framework. They present
examples with both projection-based and approximation-based
methods for constraint adherence in combination with various
motion planning algorithms.

In this work, we propose a method that builds on these con-
strained SBMP methods and extends them towards sequential
tasks where the active constraints change during the motion.

C. Sequential Motion Planning

One approach to plan sequential motions is task and motion
planning (TAMP), which requires semantic reasoning on se-
lecting and ordering actions to complete a higher-level task
[19, 12, 29, 49, 13, 3, 10, 27, 36]. In general, TAMP is
more difficult to solve due to scalability issues and the more
complicated problem definition compared to SBMP. In our
problem formulation, we assume that the sequence of tasks
is given and focus on optimizing over the transition points
between two constraints. Though we do not address task
planning in this work, it is an interesting future direction we
plan to consider.

Hauser and Ng-Thow-Hing [16] proposed the multi-modal
motion planning algorithm Random-MMP, which plan motions
over multiple mode switches that describe changes in the plan-
ning domain (e.g., contacts). Their planner builds a tree in a
hybrid state that consists of the continuous robot configuration
and a discrete mode. In each step of the algorithm, the tree is
extended by randomly sampling mode switches and querying
a SBMP to find a corresponding path. Informed expansion
strategies like utility tables are used to incorporate prior
knowledge of a task in order to improve the performance of the
planner. Vega et al. [50] presented the Orbital Bellman trees
(OBT) algorithm, which addresses the manipulation planning
problem in a similar way. They introduce the notion of an
orbit, which is the set of reachable configurations of a mode,
and assume that they can sample configurations in an orbit as
well as on its boundary. This functionality is used to generate
random geometric graphs of configurations belonging to an
orbit. During planning, such graphs are built for unexplored or-
bits and A∗ is performed to connect the points of an orbit to its
neighboring orbits. The paper also contains a factored variant
that uses domain knowledge to reduce the number of graphs
that need to be grown. Kingston et al. [27] proposed a similar
multi-modal motion planning method. Instead of choosing
random transitions between modes as in [16], they choose the
transitions based on an informed search and the likelihood of
a transition being successful, which is estimated online during
the planning. Manipulation graphs are a similar framework
to plan sequential manipulation tasks for robots [42]. The
framework consists of graphs representing the continuous
space of all feasible motions that the robot can perform, which
are categorized into transit and transfer modes. A reduction
property is defined that allows the graph to be represented by
separate components that occur at the intersection of the two
modes. Visibility-based PRMs [41] are used to represent the

graphs and capture the closed-chain systems. Mirabel et al.
[34] presented an algorithmic implementation of manipulation
graphs for object manipulations where the constraints are also
defined as level sets of equality constraints. They also present
a graph builder that builds the constraint graph automatically.
Schmitt et al. [39] extended this framework to also handle
robot dynamics and time-variant environments.

Our work is similar to these approaches in that we also
consider planning over multiple manifolds where changes in
the configuration space occur due to picking or placing objects.
In contrast to prior approaches, we do not assume that direct
sampling of modes or switches is possible; rather, our algo-
rithm is designed to find the mode-switching configurations
during exploration toward manifold intersections. Further, we
differ by specifying our problem formulation over a sequence
of given manifolds and by applying this in the domain of
intersection point independent problems, which we specify
for sequential planning problems, and which are efficiently
solvable by growing a single tree.

Trajectory optimization [51, 40, 48, 38, 7] is another ap-
proach to solve sequential motion planning problems. There,
an optimization problem over a trajectory is defined that min-
imizes costs subject to constraints. This formulation is similar
to our problem formulation in Equation (1) and allows us to
describe complex behavior. However, trajectory optimization
suffers from poor local minima and the need to specify costs
and constraints activity for concrete time points. In complex
tasks, it is difficult to specify how long a specific part of
a motion takes in advance. Our approach only requires the
sequential order of tasks and does not make any assumption
of specific time points or durations of subtasks.

III. PRELIMINARIES

We begin with a brief background on differential geometry
(see Boothby [8] for a rigorous treatment). An important
idea in differential geometry is the concept of a manifold.
A manifold is a surface which can be well-approximated
locally using an open set of a Euclidean space. In general,
manifolds are represented using a collection of local regions
called charts and a continuous map associated with each chart
such that the charts can be continuously deformed to an open
subset of a Euclidean space. An alternate representation of
manifolds, which is useful from a computational perspective,
is to express them as zero level sets of functions defined on a
Euclidean space. Such a representation of a manifold is called
an implicit representation of the manifold. For example, a
unit sphere embedded in R3 can be represented implicitly as
{x ∈ R3 | ‖x‖ − 1 = 0}. An implicit manifold is said to be
smooth if the implicit function associated with it is smooth.
The set of all tangent vectors at a point on a manifold is a
vector space called the tangent space of the manifold at that
point. The null space of the Jacobian of the implicit function at
a point is isomorphic to the tangent space of the corresponding
manifold at that point. Since the tangent spaces of a manifold
are vector spaces, we can equip them with an inner product
structure which enables the computation of the length of
curves traced on the manifold. A manifold endowed with an
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inner product structure is called a Riemannian manifold [33].
In this paper, we only consider smooth Riemannian manifolds.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND APPLICATION DOMAIN

We consider kinematic motion planning problems in a
configuration space C ⊆ Rk. A configuration q ∈ C describes
the state of one or multiple robots with k degrees of freedom
in total. We represent a manifold M as an equality constraint
hM (q) = 0 where

hM (q) : Rk → Rl .

The set of robot configurations that are on a manifold M is
given by

CM = {q ∈ C | hM (q) = 0} .

We define a projection operator

qproj = Project(q,M)

that takes a robot configuration q ∈ C and a manifold M as
inputs and maps q to a nearby configuration on the manifold
qproj ∈ CM . We use an iterative optimization method, similar
to [26, 5, 44], that iterates

qn+1 = qn − JM (qn)+hM (qn)

until a fixed point on the manifold is reached, which is checked
by the condition ||hM (qproj)|| ≤ ε. The matrix JM (q)+ is the
pseudo-inverse of the constraint Jacobian

JM (q) =
∂

∂q
hM (q) .

We are interested in solving tasks that are defined by a
sequence of n+ 1 such manifolds

M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mn+1}

and an initial configuration qstart ∈ CM1 that is on the first
manifold. The goal is to find a path from qstart that traverses
the manifold sequence M and reaches a configuration on the
goal manifold Mn+1. A path on the i-th manifold is defined
as

τi : [0, 1]→ CMi

and J(τi) is a cost function of a path

J : T → R≥0

where T is the set of all non-trivial paths. We assume access
to a collision check routine

CollisionFree : CM × CM → {0, 1}

that returns 1 if the path between two configurations on
the manifold is collision-free, 0 otherwise. In the following
problem formulation, we consider the scenario where the free
configuration space Cfree changes during the task (e.g., when
picking or placing objects). We define an operator Υ on
the free configuration space Cfree, which describes how Cfree
changes as manifold intersections are traversed. Υ takes as
input the path τi−1 on the previous manifold Mi−1 and its

associated Cfree, which we denote as Cfree,i−1. Υ outputs an
updated free configuration space

Cfree,i = Υ(Cfree,i−1, τi−1)

that accounts for the geometric changes due to transitioning
to a new manifold.

Returning to our illustrative example, we can now describe
one of its constraints more precisely. A simple grasp constraint
can be described with hM (q) = xg − fpos,e(q) where fpos,e is
the forward kinematics function of the robot end effector point
e and xg is the grasp location on the mug. This constraint
can be fulfilled for multiple robot configurations q, which
correspond to different hand orientations that will affect the
free configuration space for the subsequent tasks. For example,
if a mug was grasped from the side, it will have a different
free space during the transport phase than if it was grasped
from the top.

A. Problem Formulation

We formulate an optimization problem over a set of paths
τ = (τ1, . . . , τn) that minimizes the sum of path costs under
the constraints of traversing M and of being collision-free.
The sequential manifold planning problem is

τ ? = arg min
τ

n∑
i=1

J(τi)

s.t. τ1(0) = qstart

τi(1) = τi+1(0) ∀i=1,...,n−1

Cfree,i+1 = Υ(Cfree,i, τi) ∀i=1,...,n

τi(s) ∈ CMi
∩ Cfree,i ∀i=1,...,n ∀s∈[0,1]

τn(1) ∈ CMn+1
∩ Cfree,n+1

(1)

The second constraint ensures continuity such that the end-
point of a path τi(1) is the start point of the next path τi+1(0).
The third constraint captures the change in the collision-free
space defined by the operator Υ. The last two constraints
ensure that the path is collision free and on the corresponding
manifolds. The endpoint of τn must be on the goal manifold
Mn+1, which denotes the successful completion of the task.

An advantage of this formulation is that it is not necessary
to specify a target configuration in C. A wider range of
goals (e.g., in the robot end effector space) can be described
in the form of manifolds. Another advantage is that it is
possible to describe complex sequential tasks in a single
planning problem, not requiring the specification of subgoal
configurations. The algorithm that is proposed in Section V
searches for a path that solves this optimization problem for
the problem class described in the next section.

B. Intersection Point Independent Problems

We now use the problem formulation in (1) to describe
robotic manipulation planning problems in which the man-
ifolds describe subtasks that the robot needs to complete
(e.g., picking up objects). The solution is an end-to-end path
across multiple task constraints. In manipulation tasks, it is
common that the geometry changes throughout the motion
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<latexit sha1_base64="70lj9XpjgrBQBVRLxo++rPfF3mc=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Iv7RQV/GBtlGckJMVy627R1ckcA=">AAAC03icZVHLbtQwFPWER8vwaAtLVMmiqsQimsSZ966CBQ8JqVCmrdQZjRznJhON40S2QzuKskFsu4V/4U/4Bj4CPMm0YoYrWzo+99x7rnz9jMdKu+6vhnXn7r37W9sPmg8fPX6ys7v39FSluWQwYilP5blPFfBYwEjHmsN5JoEmPoczf/56mT/7AlLFqfisFxlMEhqJOIwZ1YY6+TD1prsHbsutArstj3R7g54BnZ7X73QxWaUOjvb//N56f7l/PN1r/BwHKcsTEJpxqtQFcTM9KajUMeNQNse5goyyOY3gwkBBE1CTopq1xIeGCXCYSnOFxhX7b0VBE6UWiW+UCdUztZlbkmsWxVXdubnuq8PBpIhFlmsQrLYNc451ipffgINYAtN8YQBlMjaTYzajkjJtPqt5iMdVaeGMlHk7ICIOMpPOyUIwR4ICKtnMYakIQZr+oJwZ0ABkS8PVcpIAQrOQarAiWUQSQJTFpzevymLYtkmvbbfdclPly/TyRkWGPZu0XXvo/SdLJRUR3Oq6dt+c/qZpQOXc5/mNzjUSm3iDstp2p+sNyBDXwO2uAGnfbvvUa5FOq//RrP0dqmMbPUcv0EtEUB8dobfoGI0QQxG6Rt/RD2tkFdZX61sttRqrmmdoLazrvyRN5L4=</latexit>
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M2

<latexit sha1_base64="Iv7RQV/GBtlGckJMVy627R1ckcA=">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</latexit>

q`QQi
<latexit sha1_base64="reOk1BPWUjuxijIhs3JFpavkt4g=">AAAC3XicZVFNb9NAEN2YrxI+2sKRi0VUiYMVe2PSJLcKDsCtfKSt1ETRej12rKx3nd011LIsceGGuPYKf4M7P4J/w8ZOK5KOdqW3b9/MG80EGUuU9ry/LevW7Tt37+3cbz94+Ojx7t7+kxMlcklhTAUT8iwgCljCYawTzeAsk0DSgMFpsHi9+j/9DFIlgn/SRQbTlMQ8iRJKtKGmy9lEw4UupRC6mu11vK5Xh30T4DXoHHWWf74ihI5n+63fk1DQPAWuKSNKnWMv09OSSJ1QBlV7kivICF2QGM4N5CQFNS3rriv7wDChHQlpLtd2zf6fUZJUqSINjDIleq62/1bkhkV50VRub/rqaDgtE57lGjhtbKOc2VrYq4HYYSKBalYYQKhMTOc2nRNJqDZjax/Ykzq1dMfKvF3gMQOZSfdjwakrQQGRdO5SwSOQpj4odw4kBNk1c111EkJkVlM3VqZFLAF4VX5486oqR76DD33H96ptVSDFlysVHh062PecUe+GTEjCY7jW9Z2BOYNt05DIRcDyK51nJA7uDZttv+z3hnhkN8DrrwH2r7d90utir4vfm7W/Q03soGfoOXqBMBqgI/QWHaMxomiJLtFP9MuaWd+s79aPRmq11jlP0UZYl/8Ad/PonA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z4fmbJQ0cWtL2afIr6Nyx3XEojU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z4fmbJQ0cWtL2afIr6Nyx3XEojU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z4fmbJQ0cWtL2afIr6Nyx3XEojU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z4fmbJQ0cWtL2afIr6Nyx3XEojU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F7t/f0FgGwZfBcERrc9qhTWZa0E=">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</latexit>

M2 ∩ M3
<latexit sha1_base64="t7alCmBpTyrreIV6oLqCwCvs8hQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MneRyM+x4BsitJMXMpMEcJF3b1Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MneRyM+x4BsitJMXMpMEcJF3b1Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MneRyM+x4BsitJMXMpMEcJF3b1Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MneRyM+x4BsitJMXMpMEcJF3b1Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jNmz3ZVofQqvBVtogC0x1SEokic=">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</latexit>

M3

<latexit sha1_base64="EJtZgXfJRLWfBxvwUlF7aG833i8=">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</latexit>

M1 ∩ M2<latexit sha1_base64="NgBayo2fOdV8wxGPFhhsMOa1KqQ=">AAAC3HicZVHLbtNAFJ2YVwmPtrBESCOqSiys2GOTJtlVsIAuKpVH2kpNiMbj68TKeMaaGUMjyzt2iG238B38Sb+Bj4CJk1YkvZqRztw5956je6Ocp9r4/mXDuXX7zt17G/ebDx4+ery5tf3kWMtCMegzyaU6jagGngrom9RwOM0V0CzicBJN38z/T76A0qkUn8wsh2FGxyJNUkaNTQ0ORwQPGM3x4SgYbe34Lb8OfBOQJdjZf/73D7JxNNpu/B7EkhUZCMM41fqM+LkZllSZlHGomoNCQ07ZlI7hzEJBM9DDsjZd4V2biXEilb3C4Dr7f0VJM61nWWSZGTUTvf43T65IlOeLzs1VXZN0h2Uq8sKAYAvZpODYSDyfB45TBczwmQWUqdQ6x2xCFWXGTq25iwd1aen1tX17IMYcVK68jzPBPAUaqGITj0mRgLL9QXsToDGoloHzuZMYEruZ2liZzcYKQFTlh7evq7IXumQvdEO/WmdFSn69YpHenktC3+0FN2hSUTGGa17b7djTWReNqZpGvLji+ZbikqBb1dt+1Q66pIcXwG8vAQmvt30ctIjfIu/t2g/QIjbQM/QCvUQEddA+eoeOUB8xlKML9BP9cj4735zvzo8F1Wksa56ilXAu/gGAuOae</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChH6EUuwbI21Fxv+skDjEDbe1sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChH6EUuwbI21Fxv+skDjEDbe1sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChH6EUuwbI21Fxv+skDjEDbe1sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChH6EUuwbI21Fxv+skDjEDbe1sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PX96YF1s0/K0PgYyWhG7vQXv65k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bKnre0Kw3Ly+17wgbxw6uTot9xY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bKnre0Kw3Ly+17wgbxw6uTot9xY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tNNuYwqrBnIfmIpoFZ/dnf+1EPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tNNuYwqrBnIfmIpoFZ/dnf+1EPo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k0vw0215T61RBafW+o6PI93MoQg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChH6EUuwbI21Fxv+skDjEDbe1sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChH6EUuwbI21Fxv+skDjEDbe1sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChH6EUuwbI21Fxv+skDjEDbe1sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChH6EUuwbI21Fxv+skDjEDbe1sU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r0tjdI3cdsXjoIJfUmCMVZHz2A8=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 2: Initialization of a new subtree (steps 30–33 of Algorithm 1). The reached goal nodes at the intersection M1 ∩M2 are
used to initialize the next tree where qroot is a synthetic root node that ensures the tree structure.

due to picking up or placing objects. Here, we make the
assumption that these changes only occur at the transition
between two manifolds. For example, changing the grasp of
a mug will only occur at points during the task when it is
picked up or placed.

For a certain class of sequential manifold planning prob-
lems, the following property holds: For each manifold intersec-
tion Mi ∩Mi+1, the free space output by Υ is set-equivalent
for every possible path τi. In other words, the precise action
taken to move the configuration from one constraint to the next
does not affect the feasible planning space for the subsequent
subtask. When this property holds for all intersections, we call
the problem intersection point independent. The condition for
this class of problems is

∀i ∈ [0, n] ∀τi, τ ′i ∈ T : τ(1), τ ′(1) ∈ CMi ∩ CMi+1

⇒ Υ(Cfree,i, τ) ≡ Υ(Cfree,i, τ
′)

(2)

where ≡ denotes set-equivalence. In this work, we focus on the
intersection point independent class of motion planning prob-
lems, which encompass a wide range of common problems.
For grasping constraints, a notion of object symmetry about
the grasp locations results in intersection point independent
problems. If the object to be grasped is a cylindrical can, for
example, allowing grasps to occur at any point around the
circumference but at a fixed height would be intersection point
independent. Any two grasps with the same relative orientation
of the gripper result in the same free configuration space of the
system (robot + can). However, suppose the grasps can occur
at any height on the can. Now, a grasp near the top of the can
and a grasp in the middle of the can result in different free
configuration spaces, and thus this would be an intersection
point dependent problem.

Focusing on intersection point independent problems allows
us to define an efficient algorithm that grows a single tree over
a sequence of manifolds. The more general intersection point
dependent problems covers a wider descriptions of problems.
However, they are more difficult to solve because they require
the handling of foliated manifolds [24] (e.g., every grasp leads
to a different manifold). Our illustrative example is one such
problem, since the grasp on the handle and the grasp from
the top of the mug result in different free spaces. We plan
to address this more complex problem class in future work
and provide some insights in Section IX how the proposed
algorithm could be used to tackle them.

V. SEQUENTIAL MANIFOLD PLANNING

In this section, we present the algorithm SMP∗ that
solves the problem formulated in Equation (1). The algorithm
searches for an optimal solution to the constrained optimiza-
tion problem, which is a sequence of paths τ = (τ1, . . . , τn)
where each τi is a collision-free path on the corresponding
manifold Mi. The steps of SMP∗ are outlined in Algorithm 1.
The input to the algorithm is a sequence of manifolds M and
an initial configuration qstart ∈M1 on the first manifold.

The overall problem is divided into n subproblems. In each
subproblem, a tree is grown from a set of initial nodes towards
the intersection of the current and next manifold Mi ∩Mi+1.
In the inner loop of the algorithm (lines 4–24), the steps are
similar to RRT∗ and the rewiring step in the RRT∗ EXTEND
routine (Algorithm 2) is equivalent to the one in RRT∗ [21].
The extend operation uses a distance function c(q0, q1) ∈ R≥0

between two nearby configurations and a function Cost(q)
that stores the path costs from the root of the tree to a node
q. The main modifications with respect to RRT∗ are in the
extension and projection steps. Instead of targeting a single
goal configuration as done in general SBMP, we propose two
novel steering strategies that steer towards the intersection
between manifolds Mi ∩Mi+1.

In steps 5–12, a new target point qrand in the configuration
space is sampled and its nearest neighbor qnear in the tree is
computed. Next, one of the following two steering strategies
is selected to find a direction d in which to extend the tree.

1) SteerPoint(q0, q1,Mi) extends the tree from q0 ∈ CMi

towards q1 ∈ C while staying on the current manifold
Mi.

2) SteerConstraint(q0,Mi,Mi+1) extends the tree from
q0 ∈ CMi

towards the intersection of the current and
next manifold Mi ∩Mi+1.

Both steering steps are described in detail in Section V-A and
V-B. Similar to the goal bias in RRT, a parameter β ∈ [0, 1]
specifies the probability of selecting the SteerConstraint step.
Then, a new point qnew is computed by taking a step in direc-
tion d from qnear with the maximum step size α ∈ R>0. Before
the point is added to the tree, it is projected onto a manifold
(steps 13–17). Depending on the distance to the intersection
of the manifolds, which is measured with ||hMi+1

(qnew)||,
the point is projected either on the manifold Mi or on the
intersection manifold Mi ∩ Mi+1. The threshold for this
condition is sampled uniformly between 0 and rmax, where
the parameter rmax ∈ R>0 describes the closeness required by
a point around Mi+1 to be projected onto Mi ∩Mi+1. This
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randomization is necessary in order to achieve probabilistic
completeness that is shown in Section VII, which also gives
a formal definition of rmax. Afterward, the RRT∗ EXTEND
routine described in Algorithm 2 is called with the projected
qnew point. This routine checks the point for collision with
the current free configuration space Cfree,i, performs rewiring
steps, and eventually adds the point to the tree. The point is
also added to a set of goal nodes Vgoal if it is on the intersection
manifold Mi ∩Mi+1. In order to avoid duplicate intersection
nodes, we ensure a minimum distance ρ ∈ R>0 between two
nodes in Vgoal (step 20). After each time the inner loop of
SMP∗ is completed, a new tree is initialized in steps 30–33
with all the intersection nodes in Vgoal and their costs so far. In
order to keep the tree structure, we add a synthetic root node
qroot as parent node for all intersection nodes (see Figure 2).
Convergence of the algorithm can be defined in various ways.
We typically set an upper limit to the number of intersection
nodes or provide a time limit for the inner loop. After reaching
the last manifold, the algorithm returns the path with the lowest
cost that reached the goal manifold Mn+1.

In the following sections, the steering strategies SteerPoint
and SteerConstraint are derived.

A. SteerPoint(q0, q1,Mi)

In this extension step, the robot is at q0 ∈ CMi
and should

step towards the target configuration q1 ∈ C while staying on
the manifold Mi. We formulate this problem as a constrained
optimization problem of finding a curve γ : [0, 1]→ C that

minimize
γ

||γ(1)− q1||2

subject to γ(0) = q0∫ 1

0

||γ̇(t)|| ds ≤ α

hMi
(γ(s)) = 0 ∀ s ∈ [0, 1]

(3)

This problem is hard to solve due to the nonlinear constraints.
Since the steering operations are called many times in the inner
loop of the algorithm, we choose a simple curve representation
and only compute an approximate solution to this problem. We
parameterize the curve as a straight line with length α.

γ(s) = q0 + sα
d

||d|| (4)

Further, we apply a first-order Taylor expansion of the mani-
fold constraint hMi

(q0+d) ≈ h(q0)+JMi
(q0)d . The problem

is reduced to finding a direction d that

minimize
d

1

2
||d− (q1 − q0)||2

subject to JMi
(q0)d = 0

(5)

which has the optimal solution

d = (I − J>Mi
(JMi

J>Mi
)−1JMi

)(q1 − q0)

= V⊥V
>
⊥ (q1 − q0)

(6)

where V⊥ contains the singular vectors that span the right
nullspace of JMi

[37]. We normalize d later in the algorithm,
and thus do not include the constraint ||d|| ≤ α in the reduced

Algorithm 1 SMP∗ (M, qstart, α, ε, ρ, rmax)

1: V1 = {qstart}; E1 = ∅
2: for i=1 to n do
3: Vgoal = ∅
4: while TimeRemaining() do
5: qrand ← Sample(C)
6: qnear ← Nearest(Vi, qrand)
7: if U(0, 1) < β then
8: d← SteerConstraint(qnear,Mi,Mi+1)
9: else

10: d← SteerPoint(qnear, qrand,Mi)
11: end if
12: qnew ← qnear + α d

||d||
13: if ||hMi+1(qnew)|| < U(0, rmax) then
14: qnew ← Project(qnew,Mi ∩Mi+1)
15: else
16: qnew ← Project(qnew,Mi)
17: end if
18: if RRT∗ EXTEND(Vi, Ei, qnear, qnew) then
19: if ||hMi+1(qnew)|| < ε and
20: ||Nearest(Vgoal, qnew)− qnew|| ≥ ρ then
21: Vgoal ← Vgoal ∪ qnew
22: end if
23: end if
24: end while
25: // return path with lowest costs when Mn+1 is reached
26: if i = n then
27: return OptimalPath(V1:n, E1:n, qstart,Mn+1)
28: end if
29: // initialize next tree with the intersection nodes
30: qroot = null, Vi+1 = {qroot};Ei+1 = ∅
31: for q ∈ Vgoal do
32: Vi+1 ← Vi+1 ∪ {q};Ei+1 ← Ei+1 ∪ {(qroot, q)}
33: end for
34: end for

optimization problem. The new configuration q0 + α d
||d|| will

be on the tangent space of the manifold at configuration q0,
so that only few projection steps will be necessary before it
can be added to the tree.

B. SteerConstraint(q0,Mi,Mi+1)

This steering step extends the tree from q0 ∈ CMi
towards

the intersection of the current and next manifold Mi ∩Mi+1,
which can be expressed as the optimization problem

minimize
γ

||hMi+1(γ(1))||2

subject to γ(0) = q0∫ 1

0

||γ̇(t)|| ds ≤ α

hMi
(γ(s)) = 0 ∀ s ∈ [0, 1]

(7)

The difference from problem (3) is that the loss is now speci-
fied in terms of the distance to the next manifold hMi+1(γ(1)).
This cost pulls the robot towards the manifold intersection.
Again, we approximate the curve with a line (Equation (4))
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Algorithm 2 RRT∗ EXTEND (V,E, qnear, qnew)

1: if CollisionFree(qnear, qnew) then

2: Qnear = Near
(
V, qnew,min

{
γRRT*

(
log(|V |)
|V |

)1/k

, α
})

3: V ← V ∪ {qnew}
4: qmin = qnear; cmin = Cost(qnear) + c(qnear, qnew)
5: for qnear ∈ Qnear do
6: if CollisionFree(qnear, qnew) and
7: Cost(qnear) + c(qnear, qnew) < cmin then
8: qmin = qnear; cmin = Cost(qnear) + c(qnear, qnew)
9: end if

10: end for
11: E ← E ∪ {(qmin, qnew)}
12: for qnear ∈ Qnear do
13: if CollisionFree(qnew, qnear) and
14: Cost(qnew) + c(qnew, qnear) < Cost(qnear) then
15: qparent = Parent(qnear)
16: E ← E \ {(qparent, qnear)}
17: E ← E ∪ {(qnew, qnear)}
18: end if
19: end for
20: return True
21: else
22: return False
23: end if

and apply a first-order Taylor expansion to the nonlinear terms,
which results in the simplified problem

minimize
d

1

2
||hMi+1

(q0) + JMi+1
(q0)d||2

subject to JMi
(q0)d = 0 .

(8)

A solution d can be obtained by solving the linear system
J
>
Mi+1

JMi+1
J>Mi+1

JMi 0


d
λ

 =

−J
>
Mi+1

hMi+1

0

 (9)

where λ are the Lagrange variables. The solution is in the
same direction as the steepest descent direction of the loss
projected onto the tangent space of the current manifold.

A reference implementation of this algorithm in Python is
made available on GitHub 1.

VI. EVALUATION

In the following experiments, we solve kinematic motion
planning problems where the cost function measures path
length. We compare the proposed method SMP∗ (Algorithm 1)
with three alternative methods:
• Greedy SMP∗ – Algorithm 1 with the modification that

only the node with the lowest cost in Vgoal is selected to
initialize the next tree (steps 30 – 33 of Algorithm 1).

• RRT∗+IK – This is a two-step procedure. First, a point
on the manifold intersection is generated via inverse
kinematics by randomly sampling a point in C and
projecting it onto the manifold intersection. Next, RRT∗

1https://github.com/etpr/sequential-manifold-planning

is applied to compute a path towards this node. This
procedure is repeated until the goal manifold is reached.

• CBiRRT – The Constrained Bidirectional Rapidly-
Exploring Random Tree algorithm [4, 5] grows two
trees towards each other with the RRT Connect strategy
[30]. In each steering step, the sampled configuration
is projected onto the manifold with the lowest level set
function value.

We executed all methods with the same upper time limit and
compared the quality of found paths in terms of the given
objective.

A. 3D Point on Geometric Constraints

We demonstrate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm on a 3D point that needs to traverse three constraints
defined by geometric primitives. The initial robot state is
qstart = (3.5, 3.5, 4.45) and the sequence of manifolds is

1) Paraboloid:

M1(q) = 0.1q2
1 + 0.1q2

2 + 2− q3

2) Cylinder:

hM2
(q) = 0.25q2

1 + 0.25q2
2 − 1.0

3) Paraboloid:

hM3(q) = −0.1q2
1 − 0.1q2

2 − 2− q3

4) Goal point:
hM4

(q) = q − qgoal

with the goal configuration qgoal = (−3.5,−3.5,−4.45).
We evaluate the algorithms on two variants of this problem. An
obstacle-free variant (visualized in Figure 1) and a variant that
contains four box obstacles placed at the intersections between
the manifolds (visualized in Figure 3). The configuration
space is limited to [−6, 6] in all three dimensions and the
time limit for growing a tree is 10 s for all methods. Note
that CBiRRT does not optimize an objective function and
immediately converges when it finds a feasible path, which
achieves an overall lower computation time. In this experi-
ment, the computation time of CBiRRT was 2.45±0.44 s. The
parameters of the algorithms are α = 1.5, β = 0.05, ε = 0.01,
ρ = 0.1, and rmax = 1.5. In Figure 1, qstart is drawn as red
point and qgoal as blue point. The intersection nodes Vgoal
are shown as magenta points and a solution path from SMP∗

is visualized as a line. Figure 3 shows a set of found paths
on the variant with obstacles. Only SMP∗ is able to find the
optimal intersection regions between the obstacles. The path
costs of the four algorithms are summarized in the table in
Figure 4. The results show that SMP∗ finds the path with
the lowest cost. CBiRRT and RRT∗+IK do not optimize over
the intersection points, which explains the higher costs and
standard deviations. Greedy SMP∗ always selects the best
intersection point, which improves the path costs compared
to CBiRRT and RRT∗+IK. However, these greedily selected
intersection points are not necessarily the best choice for the
global path. SMP∗ searches over the intersection points in a

https://github.com/etpr/sequential-manifold-planning
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Fig. 3: Samples of found paths on the geometric constraints
w/ obstacles problem (Section VI-A).

w/o obstacles w/ obstacles
SMP∗ 14.36± 0.02 15.54± 0.09

Greedy SMP∗ 16.15± 0.03 21.31± 0.70
CBiRRT 17.04± 2.65 20.29± 3.04
RRT∗+IK 17.56± 2.33 20.89± 4.51

Fig. 4: Path costs of the 3D point on geometric constraints ex-
periment. We report the mean and one unit standard deviation
over 50 runs.

more profound manner and selects the optimal sequence of
explored intersection points for the final path.

In Figure 5a, the path costs J(τ) of SMP∗ and Greedy
SMP∗ are compared for various values of the parameter ρ.
This parameter specifies the minimum distance between two
intersection points, which influences the number of intersec-
tion points created during planning (step 20 in Algorithm 1).
The results show that the found paths of SMP∗ with a lower
ρ lead to lower costs. For larger ρ, the performance of SMP∗

converges to the same performance as Greedy SMP∗ since
only a single intersection point is considered.

Figure 5b visualizes the cost over the phase of the path
where s ∈ [0, 1] parameterizes the path on the first manifold
M1, s ∈ [1, 2] on M2 and s ∈ [2, 3] on M3. The results
indicate that the Greedy SMP∗ strategy finds paths that reach
the intersections of M1 ∩M2 and M2 ∩M3 with lower costs.
However, SMP∗ finds the path that achieves the overall task
of reaching the goal manifold M4 with the lowest mean cost
and standard deviation where it outperforms RRT∗+IK and
CBiRRT.

B. Multi-Robot Object Transport Tasks

In this experiment, we demonstrate SMP∗ on various object
transportation tasks. The overall task objective is to transport
an object from an initial to a goal location. We consider three
variations of this task:

0 1 2 3 4 5

14.5

15

15.5

16

16.5
SMP*
Greedy SMP*

(a)

0

5

10

15

20
SMP*
Greedy SMP*
CBiRRT
RRT*+IK

(b)

Fig. 5: Path costs over variations of the parameter ρ (left)
and over the phase of the motion s (right) on the geometric
constraints w/o obstacles problem (Section VI-A). The graphs
show the mean and unit standard deviation over 50 trials. In
(a), the costs are increasing for higher values of ρ. For larger
values, the performance of SMP∗ is very similar to the Greedy
SMP∗ strategy. In (b), Greedy SMP∗ finds shorter paths to the
first two manifold intersections while the overall best solutions
towards the target manifold is found by SMP∗.

• Task A: A single robot arm mounted on a table with
k = 6 degrees of freedom. The task is to transport an
object from an initial location on the table to a target
location. This task is described by n = 3 manifolds.

• Task B: This task consists of two robot arms and a mobile
base consisting of k = 14 degrees of freedom. The task
is defined such that the first robot arm picks the object
and places it on the mobile base. Then, the mobile base
brings it to the second robot arm that picks it up and
places it on the table. This procedure is described with
n = 5 manifolds.

• Task C: In this task, four robots are used that need to
transport two objects between two tables. Three arms
are mounted on the tables and another arm with a tray
is mounted on a mobile base. Besides transporting the
objects, the orientation of the two objects needs to be kept
upright during the whole motion. This task is described
with n = 12 manifolds and the configuration space has
k = 26 degrees of freedom.

The three tasks are visualized in Figure 6 where the target
locations are shown as green areas. The geometries of the
objects were chosen such that the tasks fall into the intersection
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(a) Task A (b) Task B (c) Task C

Fig. 6: Object transport tasks where the goal is to transport the red and blue object to the green target locations.

Fig. 7: Snapshots of the resulting motion that SMP∗ found for Task C.

Task A Task B Task C
SMP∗ 7.94± 0.69 13.58± 1.14 27.07± 2.58

RRT∗+IK 9.46± 1.65 – –
Greedy SMP∗ 8.56± 1.24 14.22± 1.71 31.75± 2.51

Fig. 8: Results of object transport experiment. We report the
mean and one unit standard deviation over 10 runs.

point independent category (see Section IV-B). Three types of
constraints are used to describe these tasks. Picking up an
object is defined with the constraint hM (q) = xg − fpos,e(q)
where xg ∈ R3 is the location of the object and fpos,e(q)
is the forward kinematics function to a point e ∈ R3 on
the robot end effector. The handover of an object between
two robots is described by hM (q) = fpos,e1(q) − fpos,e2(q)
where fpos,e1(q) is the forward kinematics function to the end
effector of the first robot and fpos,e2(q) is that of the second
robot. The orientation constraint is given by an alignment
constraint hM (q) = frot,z(q)

>ez − 1 where frot,z(q) is a
unit vector attached to the robot end effector that should
be aligned with the vector ez = (0, 0, 1) to point upwards.
These constraints are sufficient to describe the multi-robot
transportation tasks. The parameters of the algorithms are
α = 0.5, β = 0.2, ε = 1e− 5, ρ = 0.1, and rmax = 0.5. The
time limit for all strategies is 60 s.

The costs of the SMP∗, Greedy SMP∗ and RRT∗+IK
algorithms are reported in Figure 8. SMP∗ outperforms the
other algorithms on all tasks. The RRT∗+IK strategy was not
able to solve Tasks B or C. A found solution of SMP∗ for

Task C is visualized in Figure 7. The resulting motions of all
tasks are also shown in a supplementary video2.

VII. PROBABILISTIC COMPLETENESS

In this section, we prove the probabilistic completeness of
our algorithm. Note that for ease of analysis, the analysis
presented in this section and in the subsequent section assumes
that ρ = 0 in Algorithm 1. In the future, we will analyze
the properties of our approach when ρ is strictly positive.
Moreover, in this analysis we refer to the collision free region
of a manifold when we allude to Mi.

Definition 1: A collision-free path is said to have strong δ-
clearance if the path lies entirely inside the δ-interior of ∪M,
where ∪M , ∪n+1

i=1 Mi.
We start by assuming that there exists a path τ̂ with

strong δ-clearance connecting the goal manifold Mn+1 with
the start configuration qstart embedded on the sequence of
manifolds under consideration. Let L be the total length of
the path, computed based on the pullback metric [33] of the
manifolds due to their embedding in Rk. Let ξ > 0 be the
minimum over the reach [1] of all manifolds in the sequence
and the manifolds resulting from the pairwise intersection of
adjacent manifolds in the sequence. Informally, the reach of
a manifold is the size of an envelope around the manifold
such that any point within the envelope and the manifold
has an unique projection onto the manifold. For the analysis
presented here, we pick the steering parameter α such that

2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVhvE8cDqvA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVhvE8cDqvA
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ξ ≥ α. We use the notation Tube(Mi, ξ) to denote the set
{x ∈ Rk | d(x,Mi) < ξ}, where

d(x,Mi) = inf{‖x− y‖Rk | y ∈Mi} (10)

is the minimum distance of the point x to the manifold. Now,
if we define

ζi = sup
q∈Tube(Mi,ξ)

‖hMi
(q)‖, (11)

then for the sake of analysis we assume that rmax =
max {ζ1, · · · , ζn+1}. If ν = min (δ, α), then we define a
sequence of points

{[q1
0 = qstart, q

1
1 , · · · , q1

m1
], [q2

0 , q
2
1 , · · · , q2

m2
], · · · ,

[qn0 , q
n
1 , · · · , qnm1

], [qn+1
0 ]} (12)

on τ̂ , such that [qi0, q
i
1, · · · , qimi

] ∈ Mi and
∑n
i=1mi = m,

where m = 5L
ν(n+1) is the total number of points in the path.

Without loss of generality, we assume that for every Mi with
1 < i < n+1 there exists a non-negative integer j < mi such
that qi0, q

i
1, · · · , qij ∈ Mi−1 ∩Mi and qij+1, q

i
j+2, · · · , qimi

∈
Mi \ Mi+1. In other words, there exist some points at the
beginning of [qi0, q

i
1, · · · , qimi

] that belong to Mi−1 ∩Mi and
the rest of the points on the manifold belong exclusively to
Mi. For ease of analysis, the sequence of points on τ̂ is chosen
such that

‖qij − qij+1‖Mi
≤ ‖qij − qij+1‖Rk ≤ ν/5, (13)

where ‖ · ‖Mi
and ‖ · ‖Rk are the distances between the points

according to the metrics on the manifold and ambient space
respectively. We use B(qij , ν) ⊂ Rk to denote a ball of radius
ν around qij under the standard Euclidean norm on Rk. We
denote the tree that is grown with RRT∗ as T .

We prove the probabilistic completeness of our strategy in
two parts. The first part proves the probabilistic completeness
of RRT∗ on a single manifold. In the second part, we prove
that with probability one, the tree T grown on a manifold
can be expanded onto the next manifold as the number of
samples tends to infinity. For the first part, as suggested in
[26, Section 5.3], the Lemma 1 in [28] can be shown to hold
for the single manifold case and probabilistic completeness
of RRT/RRT∗ on a manifold can be easily proven using [28,
Theorem 1]. We now focus on proving the second part that
shows the probabilistic completeness of our strategy. We start
by proving Lemma 1 which enables us to prove that a tree
grown with RRT∗ on a manifold can be extended to the next
manifold.

Lemma 1: Suppose that T has reached Mi and contains
a vertex q̃imi

such that q̃imi
∈ B(qimi

, ν/5). If a random
sample qi+1

rand is drawn such that qi+1
rand ∈ B(qi+1

0 , ν/5), then
the straight path between Project(qi+1

rand ,Mi ∩Mi+1) and the
nearest neighbor qnear of qi+1

rand in T lies entirely in Cfree,i+1.
Proof: By definition ‖qnear− qi+1

rand‖ ≤ ‖q̃imi
− qi+1

rand‖, then
using the triangle inequality and some algebraic manipulation
similar to that used in the proof of [28, Lemma 1], we can
show that

‖qnear − qimi
‖ ≤ ‖q̃imi

− qimi
‖+ 2‖xi+1

0 − qi+1
rand‖

+ 2‖qimi
− qi+1

0 ‖ (14)

which leads to ‖qnear− qimi
‖ ≤ 5ν5 ≤ ν and qnear ∈ B(qimi

, ν).
Again, by the triangle inequality, we can show that
‖qnear − qi+1

rand‖ ≤ ν. As the sample qi+1
rand is taken from within

the reach of Mi there exists a unique nearest point of qi+1
rand on

Mi [1]. In other words, the operation Project(qi+1
rand ,Mi∩Mi+1)

is well-defined. Therefore, as

‖qnear − Project(qi+1
rand ,Mi ∩Mi+1)‖ ≤ ‖qnear − qi+1

rand‖ ≤ ν,
(15)

the straight path between Project(qi+1
rand ,Mi ∩Mi+1) and qnear

lies entirely in Cfree,i+1.
Note that the above lemma is an extension of [28, Lemma

1]. The next theorem will prove that with probability one
SMP∗ will yield a path as the number of samples goes to
infinity. Since we are only concerned about the transition of
T from one manifold to the next, we focus on the iterations
in SMP∗ after T reaches a neighborhood of qimi

∈ Mi. We
refer to such an iteration as a boundary iteration.

Theorem 1: The probability that SMP∗ fails to reach the
final manifold Mn+1 from an initial configuration after t
boundary iterations is bounded from above by a exp (−bt),
for some positive real numbers a and b.

Proof: Let B(qimi
, ν/5) contain a vertex of T . Let p

be the probability that in a boundary iteration a vertex con-
tained in B(qi+1

0 , ν/5) is added to T . From Lemma 1, if
we obtain a sample qi+1

rand ∈ B(qi+1
0 , ν/5), then T can reach

Project(qi+1
rand ,Mi ∩Mi+1). The value p can be computed as

a product of the probabilities of two events: 1) a sample is
drawn from B(qi+1

0 , ν/5), and 2) T is extended to include
Project(qi+1

rand ,Mi ∩ Mi+1). The probability that a sample is
drawn from B(qi+1

0 , ν/5) is given by |B(qi+1
0 , ν/5)|/|C|,

where |B(qi+1
0 , ν/5)| and |C| are the volumes of B(qi+1

0 , ν/5)
and C respectively. From the proof of Lemma 1, we infer that
the line joining qnear and qi+1

rand is collision free. Thus T will
be augmented with a new vertex contained in Mi ∩Mi+1 if
line 9 and 14 in Algorithm 1 are executed. The probability of
execution of line 9 and 14 is (1−β)

rmax−‖hMi+1
(qnew)‖

rmax
, which

results in the joint probability

p =
|B(xi+1

0 , ν/5)|
|C| (1− β)

rmax − ‖hMi+1(qnew)‖
rmax

. (16)

Further, ‖hMi+1
(qnew)‖ ≈ 0 as qnew is very close to Mi+1

and |B(xi+1
0 , ν/5)| � |C|, thus β can be picked such that

p < 0.5. For SMP∗ to reach Mi+1 from the initial point, the
boundary iteration should successfully extend T for at least n
times (there are n intersections between the n+ 1 sequential
manifolds). The process can be viewed as t > n Bernoulli
trials with success probability p. Let Πt denote the number of
successes in t trials, then

P [Πt < n] =

n−1∑
i=0

(
t

i

)
pi(1− p)t−i , (17)

where P[·] denotes the probability of occurrence of an event.
By using the fact that n� t, can be upper bounded as

P [Πt < n] ≤
n−1∑
i=0

(
t

n− 1

)
pi(1− p)t−i, (18)
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as p < 0.5,

P [Πt < n] ≤
(

t

n− 1

) n−1∑
i=0

(1− p)t . (19)

Applying (1− p) ≤ exp (−p) yields,

P [Πt < n] ≤ n
(

t

n− 1

)
(exp (−pt)). (20)

Through further algebraic simplifications, we can show that

P [Πt < n] ≤ n

(n− 1)!
tn exp (−pt) . (21)

As the failure probability of SMP∗ exponentially goes to zero
as t→∞, SMP∗ is probabilistically complete.

VIII. ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY

For ease of reference, we begin by giving some definitions
and stating some lemmas initially introduced in [21], which
are required for proving the asymptotic optimality of SMP∗.

Definition 2: A path τ1 is said to be homotopic to τ2 if there
exists a continuous function H : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ ∪M, called
the homotopy [15], such that H(t, 0) = τ1(t), H(t, 1) = τ2(t),
and H(·, α) is a collision-free path for all α ∈ [0, 1].

Definition 3: A collision-free path τ : [0, 1]→ ∪M is said
to have weak δ-clearance, if there exists a path τ ′ that has
strong δ-clearance and there exists a homotopy H : [0, 1] ×
[0, 1] → ∪M with H(t, 0) = τ(t), H(t, 1) = τ ′(t), and for
all α ∈ (0, 1] there exists δα > 0 such that H(t, α) has strong
δα-clearance.

Lemma 2: [21, Lemma 50] Let τ∗ be a path with weak δ-
clearance. Let {δn}n∈N be a sequence of real numbers such
that lim

n→∞
δn = 0 and 0 ≤ δn ≤ δ for all n ∈ N. Then, there

exists a sequence {τn}n∈N of paths such that lim
n→∞

τn = τ∗

and τn has strong δn-clearance for all n ∈ N.
The above lemma establishes the relationship between the
weak and strong δ-clearance paths.

If the configuration space admits a vector space structure,
then it can be shown that the space of paths on the con-
figuration space above also admits a vector space structure.
Moreover the space of path becomes a normed space, if it is
endowed with the bounded variation norm [43]

‖τ‖BV ,
∫ 1

0

|τ(t)|dt + TV(τ). (22)

TV(τ) denotes the total variation norm [43] defined as

TV(τ) = sup
{n∈N,0=t1<t2<...<tn=1}

n∑
i=1

|τ(ti)− τ(ti−1)|. (23)

Using the norm in the space of paths, the distance between
the paths τ1 and τ2 can defined as

‖τ1 − τ2‖BV =

∫ 1

0

|τ1(t)− τ2(t)|dt + TV(τ1 − τ2). (24)

The normed vector space of paths enables us to mathematically
formulate the notion of the convergence of a sequence of paths
to a path. Formally, given a sequence of paths {τn}, n ∈ N,

the sequence converges to a path τ̄ , denoted as lim
n→∞

τn = τ̄ ,
if lim
n→∞

‖τn − τ̄‖BV = 0.
Let P denote the set of weak δ-clearance paths which

satisfies the constraints in Equation 1. Let τ∗ ∈ P be a
path with the minimal cost. Due to the continuity of the cost
function, any sequence of paths {τn ∈ P}, n ∈ N, such that
lim
n→∞

τn = τ∗ also satisfies lim
n→∞

J(τn) = J(τ∗). For brevity,

we identify J(τ∗) with J∗ and JSMP
n denotes the random

variable modeling the cost of the minimum-cost solution
returned by SMP∗ after n iterations. The SMP∗ algorithm is
asymptotically optimal if

P
[

lim
n→∞

JSMP
n = J∗

]
= 1. (25)

A weaker condition than Equation 25 is

P
[
lim sup
n→∞

JSMP
n = J∗

]
= 1. (26)

Note that from [21, Lemma 25], we infer that the probability
that lim supn→∞ JSMP

n = J∗ is either zero or one. Under the
assumption that the set of point traversed by an optimal path
has measure zero, [21, Lemma 28] proves that the probability
that SMP∗ returns a tree containing an optimal path in finite
number of iterations is zero.

Since SMP∗ is based on RRT∗, we focus on how our
technique affects the proofs of asymptotic optimality for
RRT∗. Also, the work in [25] has shown that RRT∗ is optimal
when applied on a single manifold. Furthermore, it is shown in
[25] that the steering parameter γ in the single manifold case

can be bounded from below by
(

2
(
1 + 1

k

) µ(∪q∈CfreeDq)
ζM (1)

) 1
k

,

where Dq is the set of points in Rk which are projected on q
and ζM (1) is the set points in Rk which are projected onto a
unit open ball contained in the manifold M . In this section, we
show that under the assumption ρ = 0 in Algorithm 1, with
probability one SMP∗ eventually returns the optimal path.

Let {Q1, Q2, ..., Qn} be a set of independent uniformly
distributed points drawn from Cfree and let {I1, I2, ..., In}
be their associated labels that outlines the order of the
points with support [0, 1]. In other words, a point Qi is
assumed to be drawn after another point Qī if Ii < Iī. Let
{Q̂1, Q̂2, ..., Q̂n} be the set of points resulting from projecting
the point set onto the manifolds as delineated in lines 13-
17 of Algorithm 1. Similar to [21], we consider the graph
formed by adding an edge (Q̂i, Q̂ī), whenever (i) Ii < Iī and
(ii) ‖Q̂i − Q̂ī‖ ≤ rn = γ( log(|Vn|)

|Vn| )
1
k , where Vn is the vertex

set of the graph and γ is the steering parameter used in
Algorithm 1. Let this graph be denoted by Gn = (Vn, En).
With slight abuse of notation, if JSMP

n (Q̂i) denotes the cost of
the best path starting from qstart to the vertex Q̂i in the graph
G. Consider the tree Ḡn which is a subgraph of Gn where
the cost of reaching the vertex Q̂i equals JSMP

n (Q̂i). Since
SMP∗ uses RRT∗ for graph construction, it is easy to see that
the tree returned by SMP∗ at the n-th iteration is equivalent
to Ḡn. Therefore, if lim supn→∞ JSMP

n (Mn+1) converges to
J∗ with probability one with respect to Gn, then it implies
that with probability one SMP∗ will eventually return a tree
that contains the optimal path connecting qstart and the goal
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manifold Mn+1. Hence, our next step is focused on showing
that the optimal path in Gn converges to τ∗.

According to Lemma 2, there exists a sequence of strong
δ−clearance paths {τm}m∈N that converges to an optimal
path τ∗. Let Bm , {Bm,1, Bm,2, ..., Bm,p} be a set of open
balls of radius rn whose centers lie on the path τm such
that adjacent balls are placed 2rn distance apart. The number
of balls p is assumed to be large enough to cover τm, i.e.
τm \ (∪pi=1Bm,i ∩ τm) is a set of measure zero. Moreover,
we denote B̃m,i as the region obtained as the intersection of
the open ball Bm,i with the manifold containing its center.
Let Θm,i denote the event that there exists vertices Q̂i and Q̂ī
such that Q̂i ∈ B̃m,i, Q̂ī ∈ B̃m,i+1 and Ii ≥ Iī. Recall that, Ii
and Iī are the labels associated with projected points Q̂i and
Q̂ī respectively. Also note that the edge (Q̂i, Q̂ī) is included
in Gn. We use µ(·) to denote a measure on the configuration
and Dq denotes the set of points that can be projected on the
point q ∈ ∪M. Additionally, ζ(1) is defined as

ζ(1) , max
M∈M

min
q∈M

µ
(
∪q∈B̃M (q′,1)Dq

)
, (27)

where B̃Mi(q
′, 1) is formed by the intersection of a open unit

ball centered at point q′ ∈ M with M . If Θm = ∩pi=1Θm,i,
then the following lemma proves that with probability one, the
event Θm,i for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., p} occurs for large m.

Lemma 3: If

γ >

(
2

(
1 +

1

k

)(
µ(∪q∈∪MDq)

ζ(1)

)) 1
k

, (28)

then Θm for all large m, with probability one, i.e.,
P(lim infn→∞Θm) = 1.

The proof of the above lemma follows from the proof of
[21, Lemma 71] if we replace µ(Cfree) with µ(∪q∈∪MDq)
and infer that the probability of finding a vertex of the
graph in B̃m,i is ζ(1)

µ(∪q∈∪MDq) . If Ln denotes the set of
all paths that satisfy the constraints in Equation 1 that are
contained in the tree returned by SMP∗ after n iterations and
τ̄SMP
n , min

τSMP∈Ln

‖τSMP−τm‖BV then the following lemma can

be proven.
Lemma 4: [21, Lemma 72] The random variable

‖τ̄SMP
n − τm‖BV converges to zero with probability one:

P
[

lim
n→∞

‖τ̄SMP
n − τm‖BV = 0

]
= 1. (29)

Recall that by construction lim
m→∞

τm = τ∗. Expressing
Equation 29 as

P
[

lim
n→∞

‖τ̄SMP
n − τ∗ − (τm − τ∗)‖BV = 0

]
= 1 (30)

and applying the triangle inequality yields

‖τ̄SMP
n −τ∗−(τm−τ∗)‖BV ≥ ‖τ̄SMP

n − τ∗‖BV − ‖τm − τ∗‖BV.

From Equation 29 and since P
[

lim
m→∞

‖τm − τ∗‖BV = 0
]

= 1

yields the following result:

P
[

lim
n→∞

‖τ̄SMP
n − τ∗‖BV = 0

]
= 1. (31)

From the continuity of the cost function and due to the fact
that JSMP

i+1 ≤ JSMP
i , i ∈ N and JSMP

i ≥ J∗ we obtain the
required result (Equation 25).

IX. DISCUSSION

In this work, we proposed the algorithm SMP∗ that solves
sequential motion planning problems. The problem was de-
fined as a constrained optimization problem, where the goal is
to find a collision-free path that minimizes a cost function
and fulfills a given sequence of manifold constraints. The
algorithm is applicable to a certain problem class that is
specified by the intersection point independent property, which
says that the change in free configuration space is independent
of the selected intersection point between two manifolds. The
proposed algorithm uses RRT∗ with a novel steering strategy
that is able to discover intersection points between manifolds.
We proved that the algorithm is probabilistic complete as well
as asymptotically optimal and demonstrated it on multi-robot
transportation tasks.

In this paper, we restricted the problem class to intersection
point independent planning problems, which allowed us to
develop efficient solution strategies like growing a single tree
over a sequence of manifolds. An interesting question for
future research is how to extend the strengths of SMP∗ to a
larger problem class. We would like to study how SMP∗ can be
used for problems that do not fulfill the intersection point inde-
pendent property. For such problems, the choice of intersection
points influences the future parts of the planning problem,
which results in a more complex problem. An interesting
aspect that our future work will address is the effect of an
intersection point on subsequent manifolds and how solutions
for one intersection point can be reused and transferred to
other intersection points without replanning from scratch.
Further, we plan to investigate the reduction of such problems
to the simpler intersection point independent problem class,
for example, by morphing object geometries into simpler
shapes such that the intersection point independent property is
fulfilled. SMP∗ could be applied to the reduced problem and
provide a good initial guess for solving the original problem.

Another interesting research direction is the combination
of this work with trajectory optimization techniques [6] that
define the motion planning problem in a similar manner.
Trajectory optimization methods could be integrated into the
steering strategy of SMP∗ or the solution of the proposed
method could be used as an initialization for trajectory op-
timization to achieve faster convergence.

A future direction we already have begun exploring is the
integration of learning techniques into the motion planner [14].
Here we assumed the user has the knowledge and capability
to write the constraint manifolds for the entire task sequence.
However, this may not always be the case, or it may be more
convenient to give demonstrations of a task such that the
constraints can be automatically extracted for future planning.
To this end, we are beginning to explore neural network
models that are able to learn manifold constraints from robot
demonstrations. We train these networks to represent level-
set functions of the constraint by aligning subspaces in the
network with subspaces of the data. We integrated such learned
manifolds together with analytically specified manifolds into
a planning problem that was solved with SMP∗.
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